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TWO VISITS TO UNGAVA
JANUARY 23, 197 8

CHARLES O. CAROTHERS, M. D.

In t h e year 1610 a new and popular play
began its run a t the Globe Theater, London. It
was an adaptation of an old play entitled "The
Sheep Shearing or Florizel and Perdita," a pastoral
comedy which had been acted at the Theater Royal
in London. The rewriting was done by none other
than William Shakespeare in his forty-sixth year.
Shown again November 5, 1611, at Whitehall by
the Theater Royal or "King's Players," its title
was most appropriate -- "The Winter's Tale. " Appropriate because that same winter a quarter way
around the globe an explorer with a small band
of desperate seamen was fighting the winter for
survival and would stamp his name indelibly on
the North American continent. In the play, Act
III, Scene II, the oracle of De lphi is quoted
as saying, "And the King Shall Live Without an
Heir, If That Which Is Lost Be Not Found." This
could have been prophetically paraphrased for
Henry Hudson as "The explorer will not live except in name, for the Northwest Passage will
not be found. "
This was Hudson's fourth voyage of
e x ploration to the New World; the earlier ones
under the auspices of the Muscovy Company remind
us that our recent trips to the moon were not the
first gre a t voyages of exploration spurred by the
Russian Bear. His father and grandfather before
him probably were employed by the Muscovy Company
and if you want to carry yourself back in history
almost three hundr e d and seventy years visit the
small chapel in Bishop's Gate Street, St. Ethel burge's, where the list of communicants on April
l~, 1607, b~[ore his £irst voyage, started with
the name Henry Hudson, Master and finished twelfthly
with John Hudson, a boy. Sailing with a useless
magnetic compass (because of the proximity of the
North Pole) to a land known t o be inhabited by
m~n e~ters, these fearless romantics would report
s~ght~ng a mermaid as follows :
" This morning,
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one of our company 1 k d
and calling up some ~~ ~heo~~~board, saw a mermaid
more came up and by that t'
pany to see her, one
to the ship's side 10 k' lme, she was come closer
A little after a sea o lng earnestly on the men.
From the naval'upward ~:mebuPkand overturne d her.
like a womans
r
ac and breasts were
body as big a~ ~~et~~y say they s~w her, but her
a nd lon~ hair hanging ~~~n ~:~i~~l~fverYl whbilte
co or
ack.
Near gOlng down th
the tail f
e¥ say her tail which was like
o a porpolse and speckles like a mackerel . "
Henry Hudson's fourth and last voyage
was not sponsored by the Musco
Comp~ny Slnce lt was discouraged by his lack fVY
earl~er succe 7s in finding the Northwest pass~ge.
Meetlngs of Slr Douglas Digges, John Wolstenholme
(f:om whom the capes were named) and Sir Thomas
Smlth resulted in the formation of a new English
Company. This was to be the precursor of the
vene:able and powerful Hudson's Bay Company which
surVlves today.
In the fifty-five ton Discovery,
Henry Hudson entered the straits, which now bear
his name, the middle of June, 1610, but the huge
Bay was not entered until August 3rd. Hudson's
decision to leave the shores of the straits in June
and sail directly for the Bay without reprovisioning
his ships from the stores of hanging fowl found
inside hollow heaps of stone as high as haycocks
which were left by the flatnosed maneaters was
particularly aggravating to the crew. Discontent
was running high because of their fear of hunger
and cold. By November 1, 1610, Hudson was preparing for his winter's tale in that part of James
Bay, later to be called Rupert's Bay.
to the

Ne~ Wor~d

The twenty-one men and two boys subsisted
in a crude leanto adjacent to the grounded ship
on quail, ptarmigans al~ ~n the opr~ng whpn these
became scarce, swan and geese flew in for incredibly
short stays on their northward spring flights.
They fished with nuts and got one good cat~h, but
failed to salt this down and got no more flSh.
Scurvey, the unrelenting bane of sailors, broke
out; blackened gums, rotting jawbones and swelling limbs plagued the crew. One of them named
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Prickett grew lame and the nails were frozen off
~he fe~t of Francis Clemens. They were isolated
b Y a ~1smal and,monotonous landscape with nothing
ut m~les and m~les of snow cusping the ridged and
rocky strands. When Hudson attempted to explore
the w~o d s, the natives set fire to them in his
face ~n order to avoid direct confrontation.
Henry Hudson's zeal to find the Northwest
Passage in spite of the privations of desperate
and hungry men caused a mutiny. After they had
again set sail from Rupert's Ray in 1611, the master ,
his son and seven other sailors, including the
ship's carpenter were thrown into the shallop,
cut a d rift and were neve r heard from again.
The Discovery sailed away northward on its return
to England without them, and ended the story of
Henry Hudson who had sailed North, East and west
in an attempt to find a passage through the ice
b ound ramperts of the northern New World. Set
adrift without food, drink, fire, clothing or
other necessaries in the great unexplored bay that
bears his name, Hudson indeed did not live because
the Northwest Passage was never found.
Three hundred sixty-seven winters later
less lofty motivation sent a group of Cincinnati
fishermen to the luncheon table at the corner of
Fourth and Broadway, to seek an annual retreat
from local Cincinnati cares. Selection of the
Hu d son Bay as a location for our annual junket
involved a great deal more than the spin of a
Ouija Board. Many colorful brochure s had been
summarized and compared, and thermofaxes enumerated
location, cost and t ypes of fishing available.
The possibility of taking brook trout and. hug e
lake trout on fly rods in the same locale where
one could fish for arctic char brushed aside the
p rosPGc~

o£

pr~m~~~vo

~~v~ng

oond~~~ono

and con -

siderable expense. While we may not have had
the romance of the earlier voyagers who came
upon mermaids, I believe that each of us added
to our dreams of record trout and char, the
challenge presented by the considerable northern
distance which we would travel.
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Fuzzy geographic recollections forced me
to the Encyclopedia Brittanica where I found Hudson
Bay and other "Hudson " entries sandwiched between
Huttersfield, Yorkshire and an account of the old
English law practice of ' Hue and Cryll (wherein
the aggrieved could overtake his assailant and
cut him down if the signs of guilt were still about
him) . The atlas showed that this body of water
was larger than the entire province of Ontario
and probably equal to any two of the plains provinces put together. Stretching thirteen hundred
miles, fifty-one to seventy degrees north, it was
easy to see why Henry Hudson might have hoped
eventually to find a Northwest Passage. The
area to the East of the Bay is historically known
as Ungava, its northern reaches inhabited by the
Eskimoes or Inuit, literally translated from their
language -- I' The People." Working through a modern
conUllune known as the Povungni tuk co-op, they would
be our hosts for a week in July at a fishing lodge
on the Kogaluk River.
Once the Povungnituk decision was made,
correspondence was started with a friendly French
Canadian travel agent, John LeBel, who calls himself Sportravel Limited. This organization seems
to have contacts in all northern Canadian latitudes
with every sept and tribe of Indians or Eskimoes.
No matter what one's final choice, John seems to
be able to make it happen. Mr . LeBel arranges
everything except the dancing girls; not only
does he arrange lodging and transportation to
and from the most unlikely of Canada's airports,
railheads and waterways, but more ' importantly
he wants to know what you want to eat and even
what you'd like to drink. LeBel advises the
sportsmen what to wear and which of his favorite
toys and how many to brinq on a fishing or hunting expedition. As a result of his correspondence
each of us accumulated a horde of the most unreasonably sized wet flies and nymphs together
with gigantic spinning lures which could be~t
be likened to McDonald's ' quarter-pounde rs.
One doesn't travel to the northern
regions of Hudson Bay ticketed on airlines
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with familiar names like Canadian Pacific or Air
Canada. After exhausting the northern dots on route
m~ps of such carriers as Delta , North Central and
A~r ~anada, we arrvied in Timmins, Ontario, the
even~ng of July seventeenth, several hundred miles
south of the bottom of James Bay in mid Ontario
with a , conventional t¥pe ticket to Povungnituk ~n
a carr~er called Aust~n Airways. As we rolled to
a stop in the modern Air Canada jet at the terminal
building in Timmins , we passed two unusually painted
World War II vintage flying boats -- PBY's also
called Catalinas bearing the name "Austin Airways."
These waterless work boats set themselves apart
from the more modern STOL Twin Otters of Austin
Airways which were gaudily streaked in yellow
and black. Obviously, many years of painting and
patching had given these PBY's their patina of
gray and red.
I was to learn later at Great
Whale from a yellowed typewritten historical
note that Austin Airways was the oldest continuing
operating airline in Canada, begun in 1937 and
priding itself on giving service to the northeastern Arctic this entire period of time .
The next morning personnel of Austin
Airways presented friendly but expected informality
with the exception that our captain sported dark
blue coveralls, with epaulettes boasting four gold
stripes to underline his authority and experience .
He assisted this counterman and ununiformed young
male steward in weighing a mountain of luggage
and fishing gear. The totals must have been reassuring to the crew for loading the PBY was
haphazard by any standard. Our mound of gear
was swe~~ed by the ~uggage of others for every
seat was fi~~ed.
Freight of all descriptions
inc~uding severa~ huge crates six feet or more
in greatest dimensions containing either plate
glass or mirrors was placed in the waist separat~ng the foro ~nd ~f~ ~abins.
Cabin decor and housekeeping
the haphazard loading of the Catalina .
were randomly covered , or I should say
covered, by vinyl , canvas, leather and
the case may be. Discarded objects in

matched
The seats
partially
twill as
the seat
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pocket told quite a sto:y abou~ previ~us northe:n
travelers including the1r read1ng hab1ts, drink1ng
hab its and less attractively even their airborne
mala ise.
The irregularly gray painted bulkheads
were r andomly decorated with round orange decals
advertising an "ARCTIC ADVENTURE," reminding us
of the geographic lengths to which we were going.
After we wearied of our own early morning conversations in the aft cabin, we threaded our way
past the freight i n the waist of the Catalina and
shared the time of morning with an interesting
group in the lighter forecabin who were traveling
to Paint Hi lls, our first stop. Our attention
wa s d rawn to their cornmon interest in the principal
commodity of the Hudson Bay a rea which had for
several centuries made that company rich and
powerfu l -- furs.
As morning ' spirits" loosened the tongues
in the forecabin, we learned that the Cree Indians
in the Paint Hills area had snapped their fingers
and advised both government and merchants that
if they wanted to parly on the subject of furs,
they could damn well come to the Indians rather
than expect ovations by the tribe i n Montreal or
Ottowa. The traveling group included a dur Scottsman from Winnepeg whose office was in charge of
Indian affairs and a silvered "Caesar Romero " from
Ottowa who had the same responsibility. On the
mercantile side of the ledger was a pudgy balding
furrier from North Bay whose commercial interest
was shared by a Frankish fur merchant from Quebec.
In addition to learning something of the Canadian
tolerance for alcohol and preoccupation with Indians
and furs, we noted that they lived a great deal
closer to the land, its natural resources and
an imals than their southern U.s . neighbor . Like
us, however, they were concerned about government
subsidies and handouts, for as a result of these
"the Indians iust weren't too intp.rp.~t-prl in t'l"'::lppinlJ
anymore." Their many trips into the bush were
so glibly described that our mid summer fishing
expeditions paled even in this anticipatory phase.
Paint Hills was such a thriving metropolis that we never caught sight of the settlement
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as the heavy flying boat settl
'
us a slow cold drip down the bedk~nto the chop giving
got our first look at
ac ~f our necks. We
in LeSage, Quebec onet~~ h~~ehfre~ght canoes built
pick up the fur t;aders t w lC ca~e alongside to
dentist and her brother w~get~erfw~th a yo~ng female
baseball love b
0 w7st ully carr~ed a
h'
g , a~ and ball ~nto the woods with
~m.
I could see ~mmedi atel th
pensations for this rather i;for:!lthe~e were com~or baggagell was not handled i n the a~~p~i~f !l travel,
uman hand technique common to our major ai~~orts
but was,actually passed from hand to hand into the
c~noe w~th the travelers.
Each was able to satisfy
h~mself that his belongings were near at hand .
There were no baggage checks to lose, no security
guards to hassle and no baggage ca rrousels seeming
to hold luggage behind walls punctured only with
doors marked "keep out I I and " Personnel only . "
We had anticipated a relatively empty
plane for the next leg of the flight to Great Whale
and had been eyeing the linear padded seats in
the forecabin expectantly between yawns only to
become aware that the mixture of Esk imoes and
Indians who had come out to the plane in the
freight canoe were in fact travelers.
In addition to this contingent of natives, we were treated
to an init ial homeopathic innoculation of northern
mosquitoes . Watching grandmothers and mothers
work over the papooses we realized that they were
no more inured by their lifetime contact with
these insects than we.
Great Whale derives its name from the
large river that flows from the east into Hudson
Bay and was actually named on the charts of Henry
Hudson 's time which ca l led the entire land area
east of the Bay, Ungava . As we appr o~ched we
noted that the water was almost black presumably
due to rotting vegetation which would not be
present after we had passed the treeline on the
next leg of our flight.
Surrounding the corrugated
metal hangar was scrubby spruce and some grass.
Alighting from the plane, we met a real wave of
subarctic mosquitoes which followed us on our
initial e x ploration for the men's rooms and failing
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in this followed us around the far sid e of the hangar
where we had an almost unobstructed view of Great
Whale Bay and the northern half of the air strip.
It was on the walls of the waiting room
adjoining the hangar that I read the history of
Austin Airways and, picking up their time table
and that of NordAir, had another inkling of the
extent of our trip. The time tables were now
published not only in French and English, but a
new language appeared in print -- I n uktitut, that
?f t~e Eskimo or Inuit. Our veteran bush pilot
ln hlS epaule tted coveralls was busily going
back and forth between the plane and the hangar
which served as freight d epot and r e pair station
supervisin g refueling and loading of further
cargo.
The young steward was suspiciously absent
during the layover returning just before takeoff
with several brown grocery bags. Our skippe r
e xplained that the "commissary " in Great Wh a le had
failed us and that seve ral cans of salmon spread
over Tastee type bread would be complimented b y
individually tinne d Marie Brizard pudding. The re
was plenty of time for the steward to prepare t his
lunch on the cargo crates in the waist as we made
our last leg of the flight to Povungnituk five
degrees or approximately four hundred miles further
north. After lunch we dozed in our seats punct uating
our dreams with an occasional swipe or slap at
the onslaught of marauding mosquitoes.
Our destination povungnituk is situ ated
at 60 d egrees north or about four hundred miles
above the timberlin e and an equal d istance south
of the Arctic Circle. You can find it at the
n orthern edge of Kogaluk Bay, chart 34 N, d istribued by the Bureau of En e rgy, Mines and Re sources in ottowa. Examination of the chart
showe d mighty few names, but a great deal of
water in the form of bays, rivers and lakes.
In add ition to the Kogaluk River which was to
be o u r home for a wee k, we could also i d entify
the Tuksukatuk and the headwaters of the Koga l uk
River rising i~ Ne akunguak Lake spilling through
a falls system which would provide us with the
greatest fishing of our lives. Literally hund r eds
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of lakes and rivers remain nameless on this chart
alone.
After d ischarging freight and passengers
in Povungnituk Bay, the Catalina flew us the last
twenty miles to our camp south on the Kogaluk River.
By now it was approximately six p.m. with no sign
of darkness and we landed in a somewhat gray blustery
bay of the river a mile or so out from our camp
which was the only habitation that we had seen
on the short flight from Pov. It was a welcome
sight but not imposing, five small plywood buildings whose dimensions were controlled by the 4'
x 8' standard sized piece of plywood much as a
Japanese homes' size is controlled by multiples
of the Tatami mat. The largest of the buildings
thirty-two feet long and the smallest sleeping
cabin sixteen feetin length were complimented by
a number of large round white tents. The whole
camp was topped off by a rustic flag pole on the
high tundra beyond the tents from which flew the
remains of a windblown red Canadian Maple Leaf.
As we slipped from the large canoes to
a slimy boulder and onto the oozing tundra of the
camp's shoreline, we learned why rubber boots were
the uniform of each and every day for Inuit and
visitors alike. Pedestrian rubber boots have
replaced the mukluk completely and are a necessity,
for the "common" is turned from thawing tundra to
a soggy, oozing form of mud by the constant trampling
of man and his animals. More intimate inspection
of the camp was no more reassuring that the ' village
green" for in addition to the ravaged skeleton of
a lounge chair which sat close to the waterline ,
our eyes passed over scattered cans, bottles, dis'carded scraps of plastic, bread tins, an overturned
rowboat, a discarded cylinder u£ gd~ and three
sets of discarded cot springs ultimately resting
on a three doored privy to the west which had a
prominent location out towards the point. Having
hopscotched across the bog our first job was to
don rubber foot gear in which we would live out
our week. Not only would a trip to the privy involve a slog through 'the bog often requiring warm
and waterproof clothing, but drinking or wash-
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water would be obtained by walking to and into the
Kogaluk River with a bucket or basin to dip our
daily supply.
Heat for the cabins was theoretically
accomplished by Coleman kerosene stoves but they
were chronically low on fuel. Light depended upon
forty watt bulbs, but the 18 to 20 hours of light
in July and canvas upper siding of one cabin made
us somewhat independent of their whims. Dependability was compromised by constant trampling for
over 200 feet of insulated electrical spaghetti
lay on the tundra connecting the bulbs to an
open air generator situated out towards the privy.
In addition to this it was often necessary for
the Eskimoes to rob Peter in order to save Paul -Paul being the freezer. We did not realize in
our first few days that the light . cheerful upper
canvas siding of the smaller cabin woul d eventually
be transformed into a nightmare of wet driving
rain which would jeopardize sleeping bags and
changes of clean, dry clothing as well.
Our I/ lodge " which had measurements
based upon the multiples of four and eight was
thirty-two by twelve feet serving as office,
meeting room, communications center, dining
hall and lounge. The food served here by the
Inuit women was remarkably close to average
u.s. fare, for rather than exotic arctic specialties
we were given breakfasts of bacon and eggs,
pancakes or French toast, and evening meals
including such Mid-American standbys as steak,
pork chops and chicken. An interesting dichotomy
of objects occupied the makeshift shelving in
the open framing of the plywood lodge. Authentic
Eskimo artifacts including slit goggles and a h ide
pan shared room with such more mundane trappings
such as first aid boxes, spark plugs and varied
empty spirit bottles. In a corner was the short
wave radio which emitted no Rock but rather the
soft romantic sing-song Inukitut chatter of
communication with Pov some twenty miles away.
After our first evening meal we found that the
lodge doubled as an office for Lucas Tooklak,
head man, dutifully signQd each of us up for a
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Quebec fishing license in spite of the fact that
he spoke no English or French. Although a game
warde n seeme d to be as unlikely as one of Hudson's
mermaids, Lucas' signs made us understand that
our license was to be in possession at all times
when we were away from the camp fishing.
The camp was truely a commune with
authority in the co-op at Pov. Each Spring
certain families were designated to make the
trip down to the Kogaluk River, pitch t h eir large
round white tents housing four or five families
each and reassemble the dark tarpaper and plywood
shacks ~fter the winter's ravages in preparation
for the1r Canadian and American visitors. While
Hudson's men and indeed others have found the
Inuit to be unpredictable and dangerous they seemed
to be carefree, happy and co-operative as far as
we were concerned. At least 10 or 1 5 children
of varying ages played at all types of games
during the 18 to 20 hour day. Tears were almost
unknown, for children were seldom physically
punished and enjoyed almost total fr e edom and
e quality with their elders. The Inuit believe
that to be demanding of children would be unreasonable, for only years of experience teach
them goodness, manners and bring maturity.
Scattered through the high pitched laughing
and chattering children were teenage girls
who folded their shawls in triangular fashion
over their shoulders to carry a papoose alternately into games or to women's tasks about
the cabins or kitchen. The inf a nts were ~ot
necessarily blood relative s of their carr1er,
for they were traded with frequency and complete
abandon according to Inuit custom.
Undoubtedly one of the most lnte~~stlng
sports for the children was close observ~t1on of
their visitors. On the pretext of offer1ng a
tiny soapstone carving, the kids would kno~k .
timi d ly on the doors of our cabi~s. Once 1ns1de
the carvings and barter were rap1dly forgotten
and they sat wide-eyed and contented on the e dge
of our cots observing us and inspecting our
tackle box es crammed with wondrous gear. Educa-
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tion was making its inroads in the land of the
Inuit for these children and some young adults
could speak English. While Lucas Tooklak conveyed goodwill and approval with a broad grin or
nod of the head, his grandson, Adamie Saloualuk,
age fourteen, was official interpreter on the
fishing trips.
Sometimes we'd see pint-sized
Adamie, half child, playing with the other screeching children under the watchful eye of the three
large disgusted Eskimo huskies who monitored all
activities in camp from their lair beneath one of
the cabins. At other times we saw Adamie, half
man, standing in his hip boots as lookout in the
bow of the huge canoe as it threaded a treacherous
course through the cold swift rapids of the Kogaluk.
I would have to agree with Knud Rasmussen who
wrote in 1920 of the Inuit "infectiously bright
spirit. More enterprising • • • than other natives
in mid Canada. A people that lived up to high
standards. "
Each morning after piling on layers
of warm and windproof gear and finally donning
the indispensable waders in which we lived, we
trudged through the muck towards the edge of the
Kogaluk River for a parley with the Eskimo guides
interpreted by Adamie or Davidee, a young man from
the other side of the Hudson Bay. The Inuit were
equally ready to go east up river to the falls
for trout or west towards the open water of the
Hudson Bay for char, but wind and wave did modify
our plans since Mother Nature in Ungava is only
a distant relative of the soft indolent southern
lady with whom we were acquainted in the Ohio
Valley.
In either direction we passed islands
and promintories with such frequent changes of
course that we often became a bit confused on
exact direction and location. Monotonous shorelines of tundra were broken by unusual rock format10ns wh1cn somet1mes seemeQ to be art1~acts
occasionally forming pillars or mounds on the
skyline.
On the first day we headed northwest
to the mouth of the Kogaluk for arctic char for
which we spin casted into pools of salt water
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s~anding.on the slippery rock tidal ledges of contlgUOUS lslets. The char is an unfastidious roughneck. After proving that he loved Daredevils and
Mepps spinners I marched through the tangle of
colorful fishing lures in my box to prove that
an orange model with the Cajun name "Bayou Bougie "
was as palatable to this arctic type of salmon as
to a southern Louisiana bass. Lunch depended as
usual on our catch freshly filleted and cooked in
a skillet of hot lard over Coleman stoves which
were screened from the wind by makeshift canvas
blinds. The gulls wheeled and floated about carefully watching with beady eyes the remains of the
filleted fish while we wolfed down the main course
fit for a gourmand. After lunch our char fishing
was interrupted by the appearance of a friendly
gray seal who swam right into one of our little
rocky pools, bobbed his head up and down and fortunately headed for open water before our excited
Inuit guides could grab their ancient carbine and
launch one of the outboard canoes for chase.
An alternate fishing route took us east
from the camp to the falls below its head waters
in Neakunguak Lake. Approaching the rapids was
difficult in the large fast freight canoes, and
Adamie in the bow had to be on his toes for the
huge boulders and rocky reefs over which the clear
water rolled. At the falls we tumbled from the
canoes and wobbled along the slippery rock shelves
in our waders. More attention was given to footing
and wind direction than to a scientific selection
of lures or wet flies.
Here standing on the rocky
shore or with our feet less than one foot deep
in the swift current, we could fly or spin cast
for brook trout or lake trout with equal success.
The supply of trout seemed to be inexhaustable
and the size massive. Don't let any Great Lakes
troller tell you that a lake trout lacks fight .
Certainly this worthy member of the trout family
has trouble translating his few pounds to a fisherm~n th:ough a hundred and fifty yards of copper
Wlre wlth heavy lead sinkers, but on the other
end of a light spinningrod or fly rod he proves
to be the equal of the brook trout and can run
to over 20 pounds on occasion.
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In spite of the wonderful fishing on our
own Kogaluk River the next one over seemed more
inviting, based on reports of a previous years
fishing party it had to be investigated. The
Tuksukituk flowed only several miles south of
the Kogaluk but these proved to be some of the
longest miles of our lives. Walking across the
tundra which separated these two rivers seemed
like a stroll on the surface of the moon. The
granite shield that forms the base of the tundra
is about 2.8 billion years old and has been broken
and slanted leaving surface areas which are flat
and cement-like. These pingo's are formed by
the constant thawing and freezing of the tundra
which has forced clay up from beneath the granite
to catch small pebbles in an almost concrete-like
mixture. Walking across the pingo may be quite
like strolling down Fifth Avenue in thermals and
waders but in other areas the spongy tundra is
thrown up in four or five foot mounds as if a
giant mole had tunnelled through the area. One
can alternately break through the surface of these
tunnels or walk suddenly to the edge of a pit
where there has been a cave in.
Initially our moon walk towards the
Tuksukituk necessitated crossing an east-west
ridge with a total vertical ascent of about 100
feet.
Scattered along the ridge at intervals
were rock formations which gave one the feeling
that an acropolis was being assaulted. On gaining an acropolis we had a beautiful view of the
intricate and alternating pattern of tundra and
water over which five Eskimoes had to drag cooking
equipment, outboard, fuel and air boat large enough
for eleven. In strong sunlight with no breeze
we kept our parkas tightly tied around our ~aces
for each parka had fifty to a hundred mosqu1toes
waiting for somQ QxpoSQd skin .

MiragG-1ikG Qach

inlet of water disappeared behind its predecessor
as a non-navigable impediment on the long drag
across the tundra, with Inuit pride threatened,
only when I attempted to photograph a task, wh1ch
cast them in the role of beasts of burden.
Finally, after several false floats, we
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were on the Tuksukituk with the outb
Eleven of us were quickly carried
oard ~ounted •.
narrows where the record catch of otuoratS~~ft runn~ng
acc
I' h
r2P was
, omp ~s d • The guides good-naturedly joined
~n our ex~~tement, but for them the high point
wa~.the k~ll of three molting Canadian geese. For
a t~me the odds seemed even with many rounds necessa
from the ever-present ancient carbine which we
had seen cleaned without benefit of oil or silicone and readjusted by a stout knock of barrel
stock against a boulder, but eventually the
b~rds who could only swim or dive fell prey to
the Eskimo meat hunters.

7
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Even the long northern day sped past
on the Tuksukituk. The warm sun had been traded
for cold wind and a light misting rain, but each
start for camp was interrupted by the possibility
of caribou antlers moving over the horizon and
we were left watching the gulls wheel and dive,
watching an occasional pair of loons streak across
the sky, as our guides took off repeatedly in the
air boat with carbine on yet another "wild caribou"
chase.
Vainly through Adamie we tried to convince our guides to leave the air boat behind, but
we were sent northward on a single file trudge
towards the supposed location of our beacheu cargo
canoes unsure of the exact plans of the five guides
who struggled with the air boat and motor. Scaling
the "acropolis ridge" again gave us the chilly
view of the Kogaluk through steadily increasing
fog but neither the canoes nor our guides were
in sight. Uncomfortably discussing the possibility
of having to dig in for the night as a last measure
we decided to string out along the ridge at i n t e r vals as great as visibility allowed hopefully to
intercept any Inuit advance on the Kogaluk. When
our m~~~ ~p~~ern sentry siqhted Aisa, age 45 or
more, bouncing along the ridge with about 70 pounds
of fish on his back in a mailbag, we struggled
to fall in step behind his swift stride and toothless backcast grin . Long after we had been returned to camp, warmed by spirits, dry clothing
and good food, our guides rejoined by Aisa re-
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turned in the subarctic dark with the air boat.
Their intuitive wisdom was underscored the next
day when gusts up to 40 knots ripped the tarpaper
from our roofs and drove such rain in our faces
that fishing was impossible.
Sharing body heat in their large circular
tents fastened down around the circumference with
big boulders, the Inuit were certainly more comfortable on this inclement summers day than we in
our d0wn sleeping bags and leaky sleeping cabins.
The austerity "of their environment had undoubte d ly
contributed to the stability of the family in I nuit
society for over whiskey a previous evening young
Aisa had only giggled that divorce and separation
were unknown in the Inuktitut tongue. Perhaps
it was only the bad influence of our southern
whiskey that forced two unmarried Inuit guides
to sleep it off one night on the floor of the lodge
rather than in the bosom of their coromunal family
tents.
On our last evening in camp, Lucas Tooklak
presided over the final financial talley. Not only
did he ask each of us to enter our name, date and
balance on his log, but he trustingly required our
assistance in making change for large sums from
varying types of checks and currency. Night depository
on the Kogaluk was a pasteboard shoebox . Certainly
it "was not Lucas Tooklak and the other guides who
had organized this subarctic fishing camp giving
us housing, standard American cuisine and the
semblance of a schedule. The answer had to be in
Pov where we would fly the next day by PBY to avoid
a long cold wet trip up th~ shore of ~udson.Bay in
open canoe. Those "of you 1nterested 1n E S~1mo art
or carving will recognize the name povungn1tuk as
one of the principal points of origination for
this material. The metropolis of 800 perched on
the brink of the arctic circle is a stuay in contrasts for examples of modern architect';lre alternate more modest dwellings of non descr1pt nature .
Thanks to government subsidy none ~uggest the
true deprivation or squalor found 1n the more
gentle tropical climes. As we were dragged up
the rutted and dusty main street on a flatbed
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behind a tractor, we noted that the Inuit seems to
leave things "where Jesus flung her" here in town
just as he had out at the fishing camp. Last
winter's skidoo may block the path of this season ' s
motorcycle around messy mounds of building material,
hunting and fishing equipment and discarded household utensils. Dodging motorcycles ridden by long
haired Eskimo youths tightly clutched by their
girls we passed a g.raveyard where coffins remained
above ground protected by mounds of rock three to
four feet high surrounded by flimsy chickenwire
fences looking like giant lobster traps topped
off with crosses and finally we arrived at the
Povungnituk co-op which challenged the authority
of the Hudson Bay Company whose more preferred
location was closer to the wharf.
The co-op was a small town version of
the American supermarket, its shelves stocked by
everything from 80 horsepower Johnson outboards
and household appliances (including the proverbial
iceboxes and freezers that no one can sell to an
Eskimo) to cosmetics and frozen foods.
In the
back was a modern office where the logistics of
our sports journey were undoubtedly spawned under
a bit of Eskimo pornography in the form of a
barebreasted mermaid ravished by a hooded laughing Eskimo looking down from the wall. Our lodging
supplied by the co-op was affectionately called
the Eskimo Hilton after a few minutes. All rundown modern conveniences were available except
for the indoor privy which reminded us how . far
north we were on the frozen tundra.
Dinner was at the co-opts restaurant
which feigned modern commercialism with gaudy
decor and conventional booths topped off with
the usual bubbling orange juice machine . An impo~ ; ng Seeburg nickelodeon dominated the corner
and was obligingly turned up to a deafening Rock
roar for our dinner accompaniment. Toning this
down later in the course of the "Blue Plate
Special" only aggravated a long haired Eskimo
bike rider accompanied by his mini-skirted girl
who spun on his heel and left uttering the non
Inuktitut expletive "shit."
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After supper we visited the co-op's
"museum," a rustic building where Eskimo carvings
from the bush are collected, graded and priced.
Some of the specima were exceedingly simple while
others were quite large, intricate and imaginative.
All prices were in Inuktitut code and reflected a
business acumen far above that of Lucas Tooklak
and his shoebox.
The nex t morning our STOL TWIN OTTER used
500 of the 1000 foot runway for its takeoff to
Port Harrison where we would be met by a speeding
motorcycle with sidecar, the Inuit operator dangling
a lighted cigarette from the corne r of his mo uth.
Our uneasiness was understandable for the interior
of the OTTER was crammed with frozen fish, duffle
bags, luggage, rods and tackle boxes which blocked
all exits. It was over this mound of baggage that
a pilot popped his head on the next leg of our
trip to Belcher Island to ask Carolyn Aeko, an
Eskimo lass of eighteen who amply filled a teeshirt sporting the decal Mukjuak-Eastern Arctic
for her ticket. He shrugged his shoulders with
good-natured resignation when it proved she had
none realizing that the government would probably
make this good also. Great Whale our next stop
gave us the treeline and further down at Fort
George teepees alternated with wooden framed
houses informing us that we had passed from the
land of the Inuit to that of the Cree. Civilization's approach was announced by the T.V. aerials
which topped each house and by the police scout
and ambulance carry-all bulging with Indians which
flew down the runway to meet us. After skimming
over the black soapstone colored waters of James
Bay, the cycle was completed by touchdown at Moosinee
with a conventional airport complete with cyclone
wire fences, taxis, souvenier stands and of course
North American tourists. To these tangible trappings
of civilization a fellow traveler added a psychological twist when he informed us that his mission
to Moosinee was to serve an income tax summons on
our luncheon host at the Chinese restaurant.
As we sped south that evening and the
pulse of civilization became stronger and quicker,
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I reflected that we would soon forget the discomfort
of living with the Inuit but long remember the starkness of their environment.
The gloriousness of the
fishing would probably be enhanced .in our memories
as would the in d ividual measurements of the catch,
especially sinc e man is systematically destroying
good fishing holes allover the world.
I mused that
we woul d not forget the wisdom and resourcefulness
of a primitive people who have adapted to one of
the most austere areas in the world.
Theirs is a
spoken and written language equally well adapted
with dozens of words to describe varieties of ice
and snow but only one word for tree arid no verbal
equ.ivalent for good-bye. With simple dignity they
can say:
" There is joy in
feeling and warmth
come to the great world
and seeing the sun
follow its old footprints
in the summer's night'

IYAIYA YA YA . "

